INTRODUCTION
============

Stem cells (SCs) are defined as cells with an ability to propagate through self-renewal and generate mature cells of multiple lineages through differentiation \[[@B1]\]. Various medical fields have studied SCs because of their unique abilities, including site-specific migration, plasticity, and potential for tissue repair or regeneration.

Bladder outlet obstruction (BOO) is a well-known bladder dysfunction model induced by benign prostatic hyperplasia or urethral stricture. Other bladder dysfunction models, including chronic ischemia, hyperlipidemia, and diabetes, are still in early stages of development.

When there is mild-to-moderate BOO and conservative treatments fail to protect the upper urinary tract, the only remaining treatment option is surgical reconstruction of the bladder. Unfortunately, the potential complications of metabolic imbalance from the use of a portion of the gastrointestinal tract to perform augmentation cystoplasty are well characterized \[[@B2]\].

Tissue engineering and SC transplantation are two important options that may help overcome the limitations of current treatment. Tissue engineering is an alternative reconstruction method for generating bladder tissue. Bladder cells are harvested from the diseased organ by autograft, separated into cell lines of interest *in vitro*, and expanded to sufficient quantities. These engineered cells can be seeded onto matrices *ex vivo* to create tissue for implantation back into the host \[[@B2]\]. Direct transplantation of SCs is a promising alternative when autologous cells from the bladder cannot be harvested.

SCs improve healing through cell replacement and repopulation with stimulation of cell proliferation and angiogenesis. While numerous reports have shown the ability of SC transplantation or engraftment in lung, liver, heart, and brain, data is scarce regarding SC transplantation for recovery of bladder function \[[@B3],[@B4],[@B5]\].

Studies of the use of SC therapy to treat bladder dysfunction have generally involved adult multipotent SCs. Although induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) have been studied in the urologic oncology field, these cells have yet to be investigated for other urological conditions, such as bladder dysfunction.

The use of adult multipotent SCs circumvents some issues regarding the ethical use and acquisition of SCs and the potential for tumorigenesis or rejection by the recipient\'s immune system \[[@B6],[@B7]\]. Mesenchymal SCs (MSCs), a group of adult SCs that can be harvested from almost every tissue of the body, hold particular promise for the treatment of urologic disease including bladder dysfunction \[[@B8]\]. These cells have great differentiation capabilities and stimulate paracrine effects to secrete a host of bioactive factors that are beneficial for tissue repair. Furthermore, MSCs, in conjunction with various scaffolds, can be used to regenerate bladder tissues for reconstructive engineering.

To date, there have been few studies on SC therapy in bladder dysfunction, as most studies have focused on oncology, stress urinary incontinence, and erectile dysfunction. Authors have reviewed SC therapy for bladder dysfunction before \[[@B9]\], but more recent *in vivo* and *ex vivo* studies have clarified the proposed mechanism.

In this review, we provide an overview of the use of SC therapy for bladder dysfunction induced by BOO and by other causes including chronic ischemia or hyperlipidemia. We identify SC sources and review several potential mechanisms of action. We provide a summary of the current status of SC therapy of bladder dysfunction, its limitations, and opportunities for further investigation. This review contains only preclinical studies, so we will not discuss the isolation and harvesting of SCs.

STEM CELL SOURCES FOR TREATMENT OF BLADDER DYSFUNCTION
======================================================

MSCs are self-renewing cells with the pluripotent property to differentiate into various cell types, including osteoblasts, chondrocytes, myocytes, adipocytes, and neurons \[[@B10]\].

While all MSCs including bone marrow-derived stem cells (BM-MSCs), skeletal muscle-derived stem cells (SkMSCs), and adipose tissue-derived stem cells (ADSCs) exhibit similar biological properties and capabilities, their availability differs greatly depending on the therapeutic purpose. For example, while BM-MSCs and SkMSCs require a long expansion time with complicated isolation procedure, ADSCs can be prepared in hours.

BM-MSCs are rare in bone marrow, and harvesting these cells can induce significant morbidity to patients \[[@B11]\]. Bone marrow contains two types of SCs, which are hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and MSCs. MSCs can easily be separated from HSCs using their adherence to glass or plastic \[[@B12],[@B13]\]. Their multipotentiality, relative ease of isolation, and high capacity for *in vitro* expansion enable a wide range of uses in tissue engineering, *in vitro*, *ex vivo*, and *in vivo* functional studies, and therapeutic trials \[[@B14],[@B15]\].

ADSCs are mesenchymal stromal cells found in the perivascular space of adipose tissue. ADSCs have the advantage of abundant and easy access when compared with other SC types \[[@B16]\]. ADSCs express similar SC surface markers and differentiation potentials as MSCs \[[@B17]\]. ADSCs have demonstrated efficacy in experimental studies of urologic fields \[[@B18],[@B19]\]. Muscle precursor cells (MPCs) or SkMSCs that are predecessors of satellite cells are considered not to be restricted to myogenic or mesenchymal tissues \[[@B20]\].

In a recent study, muscle-derived multipotent SCs (CD34-/45- and CD34-/CD45-) from green fluorescent protein (GFT) transgenic mouse muscles were transplanted into a nude rat model for regeneration of bladder dysfunction \[[@B21]\]. After SC transplantation, a significantly higher functional recovery was noted. In another study, muscle-derived SCs were reported to differentiate into bladder smooth muscle cells (SMCs) \[[@B22]\] and demonstrate contractility after seeding \[[@B23]\]. SkMSCs were reported to be useful mainly in artificial injury models including pelvic nerve injury \[[@B21],[@B24]\]. The main advantage of SkMSCs is that they are source of autologous transplantation. Skeletal muscle is the largest organ in the body, and SkMSCs can be obtained relatively easily and safely during surgery.

Transplantation of SkMSCs can cause significant functional recovery through cellular differentiation into skeletal muscle cells, vascular cells (vascular SMCs, pericytes, and endothelial cells), and peripheral nervous cells (Schwann cells and perineurium) \[[@B25],[@B26]\].

Despite significant progress in characterizing MSCs *in vitro*, the *in vivo* characteristics of MSCs remain inconclusive. The location and cell surface marker expression of MSCs are similar to those of perivascular cells, and a subset of pericytes maintains the *in vitro* differentiation capacity of MSCs \[[@B27]\]. MSCs could be a subset of pericytes, which would explain their presence in almost every organ of the body. However, human BMSCs and ADSCs have pericyte-like marker expression and phenotype in hypoxic and inflammatory conditions \[[@B28]\]. These findings suggest that MSCs hold pericyte-like functions in such conditions to reduce inflammatory damage and improve vascularity.

Recently, multipotential differentiation of human urine-derived SCs (USCs) was reported. USCs were able to differentiate into endothelial, osteogenic, chondrogenic, adipogenic, skeletal myogenic, and neurogenic lineages, which implies the possibility of USCs for urological application including reconstruction \[[@B29]\].

Regardless of their critical location within tissues, MSCs hold niche specificity. MSCs from different tissues require different niches for *in vitro* differentiation and also have different gene expression profiles \[[@B30],[@B31]\]. This variance implies the potential of MSCs to differentiate and secrete bioactive factors. As a consequence, certain types of MSCs might be more appropriate for treating particular dysfunctions.

MECHANISMS OF STEM CELLS IN TREATMENT OF BLADDER DYSFUNCTION
============================================================

SCs are self-renewing adult stem cells with multipotent differentiation potentials. SCs can become many types of tissues through transdifferentiation or cell fusion, resulting in regeneration and functional restoration \[[@B32]\]. Moreover, SCs are an important source for cell replacement \[[@B33]\]. The mechanism of bladder recovery is a restoration including cell differentiation, paracrine activity of SCs, and interaction with microenvironment signals \[[@B34]\]. Homing and migration of other hematopoietic MSCs to injured sites are achieved by chemoattraction through microenvironment niche conditions, resulting in acceleration of bladder regeneration \[[@B8]\].

To date, the potential role of SCs in functional recovery in bladder dysfunction is incompletely understood. Animal studies have not yet elucidated the distinct mechanisms of action, and the current results are also conflicting. Most studies demonstrated that SCs are not preserved in the target organ for specific periods of time after acute injury. Differentiation is also not consistently present during recovery. Thus, paracrine effects via bioactive factors are more responsible for the improvements in functional parameters.

The role of SCs in functional recovery is dependent not only on inherent cellular and regional characteristics, but also on the nature of the pathology. A comprehensive understanding of the mechanism of SCs should be elucidated.

1. Migration and homing
-----------------------

Recruitment of SCs to the bladder in BOO is associated with tissue hypoxia, which contributes to improvement in histopathological and functional parameters \[[@B35]\].

SCs derived from the bone marrow circulate throughout the blood and migrate to injured tissue. Their migration is affected by expression of cytokines released by damaged tissues \[[@B36]\]. Homing cytokines, such as stromal derived factor-1, have been shown to improve functional outcomes when delivered directly to hearts with ischemic cardiomyopathy in rat models \[[@B37]\]. Recruitment of SCs occurs in sites of inflammation, ischemia, or tissue damage \[[@B38]\]. A large body of literature exists on recruited SCs in a number of different organ systems including injured bladder \[[@B39],[@B40],[@B41],[@B42]\].

Although local transplantation of SCs results in immediate recruitment to the affected tissue, the homing of SCs may also be observed after systemic delivery. With systemic delivery, SCs can be recruited to target tissues with lower levels of focal injury and can be modulated by the immune response via splenic localization. After an acute injury, however, homing of transplanted SCs may not be achieved because homing can be impaired by a lack of developing tissue damage and sequent cytokine expression \[[@B43]\].

Electrical stimulation facilitates SC migration *in vitro* and could, theoretically, be applied to *in vivo* studies \[[@B44],[@B45],[@B46]\]. Novel techniques should be investigated to improve SC homing.

2. Differentiation
------------------

Differentiation is an ideal treatment mechanism of SC therapy, but only a few studies have demonstrated true differentiation into bladder muscle ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Differentiation or transdifferentiation into specific tissues such as muscle or nerve is still being studied in challenging trials. To date, the differentiation pathway is known to play at most a minor role in the therapeutic effect of SC transplantation. One explanation is the immortal strand hypothesis in which labeled DNA in dividing cells are quickly diluted by cell divisions whereas dilution takes much more time for dividing SCs \[[@B47]\].

Successful differentiation of SCs into smooth muscle for bladder repair and replacement has been reported in several studies of bladder regeneration with tissue engineering \[[@B48],[@B49]\].

SC therapy in urology has largely focused on the induced differentiation of SCs in the field of stress urinary incontinence and urothelial reconstruction \[[@B50]\]; however, several studies have demonstrated that MSCs can differentiate into epithelial-like cells under appropriate conditions \[[@B51],[@B52]\]. To date, the *ex vivo* differentiation of SCs is a vital step in the use of tissue engineering for reconstruction.

Two major structural proteins in SMCs are smooth muscle actin (SMA) and smoothelin. They have been used to verify the regeneration of muscle tissue. SMA is an early and general marker of developing smooth muscle, and smoothelin is a marker of the differentiated phenotype. The expression of SMA is restricted to functional smooth muscle, but the expression of smoothelin is not restricted to smooth muscle \[[@B53]\]. In BOO models, bladder dysfunction treated with ADSCs and MPCs showed high levels of both SMA and smoothelin expression. Smooth muscle regeneration was mainly achieved by paracine factors or by direct differentiation into new smooth muscle tissue by injecting SCs \[[@B54]\]. The interaction of cell surface receptors, ligands, and short-range-acting molecules between differentiated and undifferentiated cells significantly contributes to SC differentiation \[[@B55]\].

3. Paracrine effect
-------------------

While differentiation has long been considered the main mechanism, newer studies support the more prominent role of the paracrine effect in the mechanism for observed positive functional effects after SC transplantation. Paracrine effects include the direct paracrine release of cytokines and growth factors by transplanting MSCs or the indirect release through neighboring cells. Recently, a paradigm shift in SC biology has focused attention on the paracrine, autocrine, and growth factor effects of SCs.

The therapeutic effects of SC secretory factors include modulation of local and systematic inflammatory responses and stimulation of local tissue regeneration. MSCs themselves cannot substitute for damaged tissue directly or totally, but they can secrete growth factors or cytokines and contribute to reducing fibrosis \[[@B56]\].

SCs may secrete many growth factors, including hepatic growth factor (HGF), nerve growth factor (NGF), brain-derived growth factor, glial-derived growth factor, insulin-like growth factor, vascular endothelial growth factor, and ciliary neurotrophic growth factor. They play an essential part in the reduction of fibrosis in injured organs, which implies that paracrine effects play a more crucial role in the restoration of the injured organ by reducing fibrosis rather than by cell incorporation \[[@B39],[@B57],[@B58]\]. Among the growth factors, HGF is currently receiving intense research interest because of its potent antifibrotic characteristics. HGF is a mitogen for hepatocytes, is secreted by MSCs, and plays an essential part in the angiogenesis and regeneration of the tissue \[[@B56],[@B59]\].

In addition to antifibrotic mechanisms, BM-MSCs or ADSCs may provide antioxidant chemicals, free radical scavengers, and heat shock proteins to ischemic tissue \[[@B60]\].

MSCs are known to have defensive actions against apoptosis and scarring, as well as neovascularization effects. MSCs have systemic and local immunomodulatory properties, including the inhibition of T-cell and B-cell proliferation \[[@B61]\]. MSCs also activate the endogenous stem and progenitor cells in areas of injured tissue by secreting cytokines and chemokines.

4. Bladder regeneration with tissue engineering
-----------------------------------------------

The tissue engineering approach to urinary bladder regeneration requires a favorable environment. Embryoid body-derived SCs, or BMSCs seeded on small intestinal submucosa (SIS), facilitated the regeneration of partially cystectomized bladder \[[@B62],[@B63],[@B64]\]. Recently, hair SCs and ADSCs seeded on bladder acellular matrix (BAM) have demonstrated the potential to regenerate bladder \[[@B65],[@B66]\]. SCs are effective not only in SIS or BAM but also as part of synthetic scaffolds. Sharma et al. \[[@B67]\] reported that BMSCs seeded on poly (1,8-octanediol-co-citrate) thin film supported partial bladder regeneration. Tian et al. \[[@B68]\] showed that myogenically differentiated BMSCs seeded on poly-l-lactic acid scaffold exhibited bladder engineering potential. A synthetic material of poly-lactic-glycolic acid seeded with myogenically differentiated human ADSC showed the recovery of bladder capacity and compliance when grafted in hemicystectomized rats \[[@B48]\].

Bladder tissue engineering using MSCs may show better results than using differentiated SCs or direct transplantation of SCs. MSCs were shown to migrate to the bladder grafts and differentiate into SMCs \[[@B21],[@B68]\], resulting in fast replacement of the grafts with appropriate neural function and less fibrosis \[[@B69]\].

Lai et al. \[[@B70]\] demonstrated that transplanting either healthy or diseased bladder tissue could be regenerated into functional muscle and urothelium tissue *in vitro*. For clinical studies, Atala et al. \[[@B71]\] reported the effects of autologous bladder biopsy-derived cells in patients with low compliance bladder treated with augmentation cystoplasty. The authors reported improved bladder function after cystoplasty over 5 years. Although this new approach enables the incorporation of SCs and scaffolds, it also has limitations. Diseased urothelium displays reduced proliferative and differentiation capacity *in vitro* \[[@B72]\].

Considering the risk of harvested autologous bladder tissue ambushing microscopic disease, alternative sources of cells, such as allogenic SCs or autologous SCs from other organs, should be investigated.

The optimal scaffold type for bladder tissue engineering has yet to be established. Results associated with the use of SC-seeded scaffolds for cystoplasty vary and are influenced by the character of the SIS scaffold setting \[[@B73]\]. Chung et al. \[[@B62]\] reconstructed rat bladder with SIS seeded with BMSCs and demonstrated the regeneration of organized urothelium, discrete distributed muscle fascicles, and nerve. Sharma et al. \[[@B74]\] reported bladder augmentation using MSC-seeded SIS in baboons and reported the resulting typical histoarchitecture of the bladder. The morphology of bladder architecture more closely matched normal bladder when SC-seeded scaffolds were used. Synthetic scaffolds have the advantage of avoiding vulnerable issues such as structure variability and host response that are commonly associated with biological alternatives. Sharma et al. \[[@B67]\] utilized the poly (1,8-octanediol-co-citrate; POC) to reconstruct partially cystectomized, athymic nude rats. POC scaffolds seeded with human MSCs and urothelial cells, showed partial regeneration of bladder tissue *in vivo*. Other alternative scaffolds, such as 3-dimentional nano scaffolds seeded with predifferentiated BMSCs \[[@B68]\] and synthetic bladder composites seeded with ADSCs, have potential for future use \[[@B48]\].

Human MSCs may express SMC-specific genes and proteins during the cocultured period. The MSC-seeded scaffold showed a significant improvement in cell contractility after myogenic differentiation \[[@B52]\] and can induce transdifferentiation, cell fusion, and paracrine signaling \[[@B13]\]. The presence of endogenous muscle cells provides a reasonable target for paracrine signaling by MSCs. Both mediators and direct cell-to-cell contacts induce the differentiation of muscle cells \[[@B75]\].

STEM CELL THERAPY IN PATHOLOGIC MODEL OF BLADDER DYSFUNCTION
============================================================

To date, the BOO model is the most prominent model for bladder dysfunction, and other pathologic models are still in early stages of development. BOO is one of the most common problems in elderly males. It is caused by collagen deposition in the bladder as a result of various pathological processes. Eventually, this collagen deposition results in bladder fibrosis and induces a flaccid, noncompliant bladder. Bladder fibrosis adversely affects the composition of the bladder wall by reducing the smooth muscle component, resulting in low bladder compliance \[[@B76]\]. In the acute stage, BOO induces bladder instability \[[@B77]\]. Compensated bladder dysfunction with an overactive bladder often occurs after 6 weeks \[[@B76]\]. Most studies that have dealt with models of decompensated bladder dysfunction carry a disease period of more than 6 weeks. SC therapy in BOO is described in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, which demonstrates the detailed characteristics of each study.

To track the SCs after transplantation, most studies used the GFP labeling method. With this method, cell survival or migration could be identified after transplantation.

Recently, Lee et al. \[[@B40]\] have reported that transplantation of human MSCs labeled with nanoparticles containing superparamagnetic iron oxide into the bladder inhibited bladder fibrosis and induced improvement of bladder dysfunction.

Growth factors have been reported in the remodeling of the bladder wall after BOO \[[@B78]\]. Song et al. \[[@B41]\] demonstrated that transplantation of human MSCs with overexpressing HGF by pairing clonal human MSCs with HGF inhibited collagen deposition and improved functional outcomes in BOO.

The pathologic mechanism for bladder dysfunction is decreased local blood flow, which causes significant tissue ischemia. Increased intraluminal pressure causes vessel compression, and ischemia is further aggravated by fibrosis and hypertrophy \[[@B79],[@B80]\].

Nishijima et al. \[[@B81]\] showed that transplantation of bone marrow stromal cells (BMSCs) into the bladder could improve bladder contractility by differentiating into smooth muscle-like cells in an underactive bladder model. This study demonstrated the differentiation of cells labeled with GFP into smooth muscle tissue, but the isolation techniques used in this study did not specifically sort for BMSCs \[[@B81]\]. This implies that other muscle progenitor cells, such as satellite cells, could have differentiated into smooth muscle tissue *in vivo* instead.

Woo et al. \[[@B42]\] reported that engrafted MSCs had improved compliance compared to those without engraftment. They performed the transplantation by systemic injection and observed evidence of histological and functional improvement. This study also demonstrated the benefits of SC transplantation for bladder remodeling and the significance of paracrine mechanisms by demonstrating a positive functional outcome after systemic injection of a few homing transplanted SCs \[[@B42],[@B82]\].

Among the chemokines, CCL2 expression increased two folds after polymerase chain reaction, but there were no significant changes in other chemokines. CCL2 in the BOO model was identified by Tanaka et al. \[[@B83]\], as well. After direct transplantation of bone marrow derived cells into bladder, SCs were present in the urothelial and stromal layers after BOO. An activated epidermal growth factor receptor was present in cells associated with bone marrow derived cells \[[@B83]\].

Recently, Song et al. \[[@B84]\] reported that transplanted MSCs induce the stimulation of host endogenous SCs. They reported that MSC transplantation appeared to be superior to solifenacin, currently one of the most commonly used pharmacotherapies. The result of activating Oct4+/Sox2+/Stella+ primitive stem cells in host tissues implies the possibility of the emergence of the host\'s primitive pluripotent stem cells (PSCs). Accumulating evidence suggests that adult tissues contain a very small population of PSCs, which have been alternatively described as MSCs, multipotent adult progenitor-cells, marrow-isolated adult multilineage-inducible cells, multipotent adult stem cells, and very small embryonic-like stem cells \[[@B85],[@B86]\].

Recently, there has been a general paradigm shift in SC biology toward utilizing MSCs as vehicles for the delivery of bioactive factors. Systemic injection of BMSCs or a concentrate of the conditioned media produced favorable functional and histologic outcomes *in vitro* \[[@B87]\].

Bladder ischemia models have been introduced to serve as a model for overactivity. The bladder ischemia model is established using bilateral iliac artery ligation \[[@B88]\] or hyperlipidemia \[[@B82]\]. Artery stenosis and vascular insufficiency can cause significant changes in the structure and function of the bladder \[[@B89]\]. The mechanism of ischemia-induced bladder dysfunction is complicated and related to ischemic denervation. This causes M-cholinergic receptor hypersensitivity to acetylcholine \[[@B90]\] and results in detrusor overactivity, which leads to aggravation of bladder ischemia. Considering the high rate of ischemic changes in the elderly, it is possible that the ischemic bladder model could also be used with BOO models for an aging bladder model.

Chen et al. \[[@B88]\] reported that pathological and functional changes of the bladder ischemic model are similar to the aging human bladder. They reported that SC transplantation via common iliac artery in the ischemia bladder model could regenerate bladder tissue, improve the structure of smooth muscle, and improve functional outcomes. In their study, intragastric doxazosin mesylate was given after SC transplantation.

Huang et al. \[[@B82]\] showed that direct transplantation into the bladder or systemic intravenous transplantation of ADSCs improved functional outcomes in their hyperlipidemia-induced overactive bladder model. They demonstrated that SC transplantation could enhance angiogenesis and cholinergic innervation. They tracked the ADSCs and discovered that more are collected within the bladder following local injection compared to systemic injection. Azadzoi et al. \[[@B91]\] found that chronic ischemia induced by hyperlipidemia could increase transforming growth factor-β1 in the bladder, which leads to fibrosis.

Diabetic bladder dysfunction (DBD) typically results in a time-dependent progression of both storage and voiding problems. The early phase of DBD manifests as detrusor overactivity. Over time, DBD represents decompensation of the detrusor muscle and finally underactive or flaccid bladder. The main pathologic mechanism for DBD is oxidative stress and neuropathy. Indeed, the DBD, ischemic bladder, and BOO models share a similar pathologic mechanism of oxidative stress and progressive decompensation. In these fields, SC transplantation could restore injured bladder tissue by differentiation or improve ischemia by angiogenesis or activation of biomarkers.

Zhang et al. \[[@B92]\] reported that improved voiding function was noted in ADSC-treated rats with an underactive DBD model. Although some ADSCs differentiated into SMCs, paracrine activity seems to play a main role by reducing apoptosis and preserving the \"suburothelial capillary network.\"

The cryo-injured model induces a similar bladder dysfunction model as BOO. Recently, several studies reported that direct transplantation of muscle-derived SCs into bladder increased cholinergic bladder contractile power \[[@B69],[@B93]\].

STEM CELL THERAPY USING GENE THERAPY
====================================

Until recently, there has been little research on gene therapy for the urinary tract. Most of the previous work focused on urinary tract malignancies, such as prostate and bladder cancer. The pioneer gene therapies performed in bladder dysfunction were for overactive bladder and DBD. A study of gene therapy for an overactive bladder was performed by intra-vesicular instillation of naked pcDNA/hSlo cDNA for K+ channel \[[@B94]\]. This approach increased the number of K+ channels in the smooth muscle of the bladder. Diabetic animals exhibit a decrease in NGF production in target tissues \[[@B95]\] and reduced retrograde axonal transport of NGF and other proteins \[[@B95]\].

Morris et al. \[[@B96]\] were among the first group to introduce the process of gene therapy in the bladder using adenoviral vectors. Gene transfer to rat bladders was accomplished via direct intra-vesicular instillation using a replication-defective adenoviral vector encoding the β-galactosidase gene.

Goins et al. \[[@B97]\] have designed herpes simplex virus (HSV)-1 vectors that have enabled long-term β-NGF expression in the dorsal root ganglion. They also performed preliminary experiments injecting HSV: latency active promoter 2 vectors carrying the *NGF* gene (SLN) into the bladder in a rat DBD model \[[@B97]\].

In gene therapy, effective gene transfer into SCs must be achieved without inducing detrimental effects on their biological properties. Although gene modification of MSCs to overexpress HGF showed favorable results in maintaining or enhancing the capacity of MSCs and efficacy in bladder fibrosis therapy \[[@B41]\], the choice of vector for cell transduction should be carefully considered. This problem is not confined to urologic fields but rather applies to the whole field of gene therapy. Ideal vectors do not evoke the host immune system or induce inflammation. Such vectors do not yet exist. To date, there are a few studies using gene therapy with viral or other vectors in bladder dysfunction with the exception of transfection of GFP or other tracking proteins. More studies are needed to evaluate the role of gene therapy using SCs in bladder dysfunction.

DISCUSSION: LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT PRECLINICAL STUDIES
======================================================

The biggest obstacle in current preclinical studies of bladder dysfunction is that there are no intermediary examinations. Without intermediary examination, such as survival urodynamics or bladder biopsy at a midpoint in the experiment, researchers cannot judge whether SCs may serve a more preventative or ameliorative role. It is hard to know whether the current BOO model could be later reversed or not.

Tumorigenesis is one of the big obstacles in SC therapy. All SC types cannot avoid the main issue of tumorigenesis, and the effect of SC therapy on encouraging the growth or metastasis of existing tumors has not yet been clarified.

Conventional SC therapy has focused mainly on the ability of cells to differentiate and replace the damaged or injured tissue. However, increasing evidence suggests that SCs also exert functional activity by secreting bioactive factors which stimulate local and systemic responses. For tissue engineering applications, SCs could be seeded onto scaffolds to facilitate the incorporation of the graft by native tissue. Neovascularization and reinnervation of engineered tissues are critical obstacles to overcome for future application to bladder reconstruction. Ingrowth of native vessels and nerves-which is stimulated by MSC bioactive factors-is acceptable for smaller grafts; however, complete regeneration with functional integration is far more challenging. Studies have shown the feasibility of nerve regeneration via the overexpression of neurotrophins, transcription factors, and cytoskeleton-related genes in patients with peripheral nerve injury \[[@B98]\].

Although preclinical data and clinical case reports have shown positive effects of SC treatment, including SC transplantation and tissue engineering for regeneration, more research is needed to elucidate the mechanisms of local and systemic effects of SCs before they can be fully integrated into clinical practice for bladder dysfunction.

The major limitation of homing or migration is the time delay between injury and the initiation of treatment. After an acute injury, homing signals are often diminished with time.

Research is needed to improve the accuracy of predictions regarding disease progression. It is important to determine the duration of time after injury that equates to the optimal release of homing bioactive factors and to develop innovative methods for up-regulating the expression of these cytokines. Methods such as electrical stimulation or local injection of homing cytokines could help direct the recruitment of systemically delivered SCs to the target organ.

Along with gene therapy, the selected vector should have high transduction efficiency and should ensure stability, which guarantees the long-term transgene expression from the cell vehicle and avoidance of any damaging effects on cell viability.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

There are interesting results with experimental use of SCs to treat bladder dysfunction. The main mechanism for improved bladder function may be due to either prevention or resolution of fibrosis and restoration of bladder architecture. Although successful differentiation of SCs into smooth muscle for bladder repair and replacement was reported by several groups, paracrine activity with bioactive cytokines may be the crucial mechanism. The applicability of SCs to the treatment and/or prevention of bladder dysfunction by BOO would provide a new, potentially powerful addition to the limited armamentarium of existing therapies.

Although significant challenges are still needed to overcome the challenges for human application, this novel technology has the potential to become a major source of cells for treatment of bladder dysfunction. More studies are needed to investigate the clear mechanism of SC treatment, including stimulating the bioactive cytokines in donor SCs/host cells and also local or systemic proactive effects.
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